
EVENT SPECIAL #1 - INNER CIRCLE

Unlock and stay in alignment with your ultimate earning potential
Make overwhelm and imposter syndrome a thing of the past
Overcome invisible barriers and limiting beliefs that block you from playing at your
highest level
Uncover your unique journey to greatness and live on your own terms
Master business and financial growth in a balanced way
Alignment for 10x and stabilized growth
Valuable insight from other high-performing individuals 

Jason's Inner Circle is a 6-month immersion into mastering the process of aligning with
your full potential, in order to accelerate and expand your journey to greatness. Evolve
and grow to the person you were meant to be, alongside Jason Drees and a trusted tribe
of high-performing entrepreneurs. Past members have grown their income 3-10x in 6
months! 

This program is designed to push you to your limits. This program is not for everyone.
There is no holding back here. This program will teach you how to get you into
alignment, as you develop and expand to your full human potential. This is the level that
Jason and all his top clients play life at. 

Jason’s Inner Circle is the only place where you can get access to his personal
alignment tools and resources - in real time - to achieve and increase your success. If
you want consistent and proven systems to keep you inspired and aligned as you
understand your inner workings better to push through your limits, remove resistance
and access your full potential, join this exclusive group. 

As life evolves, the tools required to stay in alignment with life, also evolve. It’s a never-
ending adventure. Work with the master of mindset alignment – Jason Drees – and put
his latest and proven concepts into practice to change your life and push yourself to
crush any target, no matter how impossible it may seem. 

What could you accomplish if you were playing at 100% of your full potential and
achieved the following: 



Foundation 
Advanced 
Monday Mindset Reset Calls, Weekly 6 month 1:1 performance coaching
contract with a JDC Master Coach, 60 minutes/month

20 hours of the highest level of integrated alignment content, tools, and
resources out there, led by Jason 
Small and intimate group format to propel you and your business to the
next level of success. 

Monthly Calls led by Jason – 3x45 minutes

Access to Mindset Academy

 Access to private Slack Community of 860+ members

4 Day Launch Immersion – led by Jason on JDC Foundation to get you up to
speed (Dates: July 5 – 60 minutes & July 6-8, 30 minutes)

BONUS: Free ticket to the next JDC live event, Step into Greatness: Play at
Your Full Potential, this October 2022 in Austin, Texas. ($1,000 value)

BONUS: Access to in-person 2-Day intensive Alignment Mastery retreat with
Jason, mid-late September 2022. ($10,000 value)

This is a deep dive into the process of mastering alignment, the fastest way
possible.

$25,000  $30,000
Pay today and save $5,000

then Pay Monthly

PAY IN FULL PAY $2K DEPOSIT

THIS EXPERIENCE INCLUDES:  


